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Abstract
The vending machine is an example of a real time system. There are many vending machines available for public like
coffee vending machine, ice cream vending machine, chocolates vending machine and coin vending machine. The
use of vending machine for health domain needs a comprehensive study. The pharmacy department of any hospital or
clinic needs the transactions to be quick and simplified. In this paper we investigate how to design a vending machine
for tablets and medicines. The pills remainder with smart alarm system can be recommended for adult persons who
forget to take medicines in time. The enough number of vending machines can be kept in the hospitals or road
highways, airports for quick and easy access to tablet and medicine transactions. One of the challenging tasks of
ongoing project of smart city is to minimize the number of accidents in the road traffic and install the first aid boxes
in regular intervals of highways for easy access of medicines. This can be done by the design of smart vending
machines with low budget which can be installed on the roadsides for easy access to everyone. The purpose of this
vending machine is to sell the tablets or pills automatically to the patients or needy persons. The payment of this can
be by insertion of coins or rupee notes to the machine. This machine has a user friendly interface which displays the
menu of basic emergency available tablets or medicines like headache, cold, fever, cottons and bandage, etc. Here we
study the design and development process and simulate a program for automatic pill vending machine.
Keywords: Automation of pharmacy transactions, vending machine, embedded system
Introduction
The vending machine is a real time [1] [2] [3] [4] system which can be used for vending the pharmacy items like
tablets or pills using menu driven user interface. The control system has a main microcontroller which controls the
operation of various interfacing devices like keypad, coin insertion device, credit card device, LED, LCD and
wireless internet communication [5] [6] to remote locations. The machine has a mechanical storage where the items
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like tablets can be stored and retrieved for selling purpose. The machine displays the items available in the output [7]
[8] [9] [10] [11] [12] unit. The user or customer can select the item and quantity and the machine displays the total
amount to be paid along with payment modes like cash or credit card. The user pays the required amount and the
machine dispenses the required number of tablets and returns the balance amount if any. The machine can send an
SMS to the remote administrator for every transaction so that the inventory canbe refilled based on demand. These
vending machines will be more useful for hospitals and clinics where the needed persons can get the medicine very
quickly and the transaction is automatic. The government can install as many machines as possible to the road traffic
and public places for easy access to everyone where the immediate need of medicines for the travel persons or needy
persons can be obtained easily. The inventory of the machines can be updated with the use of advanced technologies.
Proposed System Architecture.
The following figure 01, 02 and 03 illustrates the system architecture of proposed pills vending machine for
automation of pharmacy transaction.

Figure 01: Simple vending machine.

Figure 02 – Block diagram of Pills vending machine.

Figure 03- Layout of pills vending machine.

Figure 04 – Layout of existing pills vending machine.
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Design process and specifications of pills vending machine is as follows
Name of the device

:

Pills vending machine

Purpose

:

To sell the pills or tablets to customers automatically

Input(s)

:

Coin or Rupee notes and user commands

Output(s)

:

Tablets or pills and GUI for message display

Function of the system

:

The working of pills vending machine is as follows,

(1) The machine displays the welcome message on LCD after reset and displays the GUI user interface menu for
list of items for tablets or medicines
(2) The customer or patient selects the items and the quantity through keypad interface
(3) The machine displays the amount to be paid for the items
(4) The persons or users inserts the coin or rupee through coin or rupee insertion box
(5) The machine verifies the inserted amount and dispenses the required number of items by activating the motor
an necessary interface logic circuits
(6) The customer obtains the required pills from the delivery slots
(7) The machine communicates to remote location for transaction updates
The system includes a set of sensors configured to detect a variety of service conditions, including device is low or
out of stock, as well as out of order conditions. The sensors generate output signals that are input to a transmitter
disposed at the vending machine. The interaction between user and computer machine or vending machine is more
demanding for day to day activities. These interactive devices are generally known as mobile devices or embedded
smart phones or systems. The example embedded device is a cell phone. The phone is useful for various services like
voice communication and messaging services, taking pictures and playing videos or games, etc. These services will
be utilized towards development of mobile health care activities. Modern cell phones are available with a variety of
sensors that automate many of our routine tasks. The use of smart cell phone with wireless communication
technology combined with IOT-Internet of things is changing the world and it will be more useful to the health care
of patients in hospitals. The continuous improvement in mobile device with integrated multiple sensors adds more
value for health domain for mobile health care applications like patient care and remote monitoring. Now a day
everyone has the smart cell phones with multiple sensors integrated on it. These Sensor enabled mobile phones can
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collect the continuous sensor data from the persons or patients and it will be more useful for doctors to provide
immediate treatment.
List of Hardware and software requirements are as follows
Hardware Requirements: Microcontroller, keypad, sensor, dc motors, LED, LCD, Buzzer, wireless communication
device, interface accessories, Software Requirements: Program development IDE, simulator or emulator, the various
software task modules like time display, date display, and welcome display, menu interface module, keypad module,
payment calculation module, amount display module, coin or rupee verification module, delivery of items task,
update of information to remote modules.
The microcontroller is the central part of the proposed system. It is a system on chip which has built in input and
output ports and RAM and ROM. It has many internal peripherals like timer, interrupt controller, serial port for
communication. The microcontroller is interfaced with the necessary I/O devices for proper vending machine
operation. The software can be developed using either Assembly Language or High level languages like C, C++ or
Java.
The Input Output (IO) ports: The system gets the inputs and outputs from these. Through these, thekeypad or LCD
units attach to the system. The serial port communication can be established through UART.UART: Universal
Asynchronous Receiver and Transmitter.
LED: Light Emitting diode, a diode that emits red, green, yellow or infrared light on forward
Biasing between 1.6V to 2 V and currents between 8 - 15mA.
LCD: Liquid Crystal displays. Multi-segment and multi-line LCD units are usedfor a display of digits, characters,
charts and short messages with very low power dissipation.
The system gets inputs from physical devices such as, the key-buttons, sensors through the input ports. The system
has output ports through which it sends output bytes to the output devices such as LED (Light Emitting diode) or
LCD (Liquid Crystal Display) panel. A system requires an interfacing circuit and software to display the status or
message for a line, for multi-line displays, or flashing displays. For indicating ON status of the system there may be
an LED, which glows when it is ON. AFlashing LED may indicate that a specific task is under completion or is
running. It may indicate a waitStatus for a message. An embedded system processor and the system need software
that is specific to a given application of that system. The processor of the system processes the instruction codes and
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data. In the final stage, these are placed in the memory (ROM) for all the tasks that have to be executed. The final
stage software is also called ROM image
The following Software Toolsare used for developing the embedded Application
Editor: For writing C codes or assembly mnemonics using the keyboard of the PC for entering theprogram.
Interpreter: For expression-by-expression (line-by-line) translation to the machine executable codes.
Compiler: Uses the complete sets of the codes. It may also include the codes, functions and
Expressions from the library routines. It creates a file called object file.
Assembler: For translating the assembly mnemonics into binary opcodes. It also creates a list file that can be printed.
The list filehas address, source code (assembly language mnemonic) and hexadecimal object codes.
Cross Assembler: For converting object codes or executable codes for a processor to other codes for anotherprocessor
and vice versa. The cross-assembler assembles the assembly codes of targetprocessor as the assembly codes of the
processor of the PC used in the system
Development. Later, it provides the object codes for the target processor. These codes will
Are the ones actually needed in the finally developed system?
Simulator: To simulate all functions of an embedded system circuit including additional memory andperipherals. It is
independent of a particular target system. It also simulates the processesthat will execute when the codes execute on
the targeted particular processor.
IDE: Integrated Software and hardware environment that consists of simulators with editors, compilers,Development
assemblers, RTOS, debuggers, stethoscope, tracer, emulators, logic analysers, EPROMEnvironment EEPROM
application codes’ burners for the integrated development of a system.
Prototype: For simulating, source code engineering including compiling and debugging
Device Programmer: It takes the inputs from a file generated by the locator and burns the link to actually store the
data and codes at the ROM.
Simulation of test results
The following snap shots figure 05, 06, 07, 08, 09 and 10 illustrates the simulation results of automatic pills dispenser
using 8051 microcontroller. The Keil micro vision software is used for simulation of the same.
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Snapshot 01

Snapshot 02

Snapshot 03
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Snapshot 04

Snapshot 05

Snapshot 06
Summary and conclusion
Thus the design of vending machine for automatic pills dispenser is studied and simulated using the Keil micro vison
simulator. It is a real time system which can be used for vending the pharmacy items like tablets or pills using menu
driven user interface with low cost instruments.
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